Product: Epoxy Flame Retardant and Intumescent Coating

Model Name: CEASEFIRE™ High Performance Two-part White Epoxy

Intended Service: Product may be used for general-use paint in shipboard, offshore, and high-speed craft applications where compliance with IMO requirements for Smoke and Toxicity and Flammability is required.

Description: Two-part epoxy coating applied to steel plates

Ratings: Meets the 1974 SOLAS (as amended) requirements for paints/finish materials which require compliance with the requirements for smoke and toxicity as outlined in the Fire Test Procedures Code (IMO Resolution MSC.61(67)).


Comments: Approval not performed on behalf of any flag administration.

Term of Validity: This product/model is covered under Product Design Assessment (PDA) Certificate # 01-HS242523-PDA, dated 17 August 2001. This PDA Certificate expires August of 2006. It will remain valid for the five years from date of issue or until the Rules or specifications used in the assessment are revised (which occurs first).

STANDARDS

ABS Rules:

Government Authority:

International: IMO Resolution MSC.61(67), IMO 653(16), MSC.41(64)

National:

Others: